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This book is for people who do not frequently use Excel. People who have used Excel and have
a rudimentary knowledge of its capabilities but can only make limited use of its potential.Excel
was designed and is constantly enhanced for use in business, engineering and science. Most of
the literature published for Excel is developed for these users.But there is another class of users:
non-commercial and non-professional users, some of them retirees like myself. They need a
program for personal use in solving everyday problems in calculation and analysis. These users
are completely intimidated by the large books required for instruction of professional users. They
need a way to use Excel without investing hours of study.This book is for them. Excel is so easy
to use that the basics of using the program can readily be acquired. The best way to do this is by
actually using the program. This book allows you to use demonstrations of problem solving in
Excel as familiarization exercises.The book title "Using Excel to Solve Everyday Problems," is
inexact. There are certainly analyses and problems here that many would not call an "everyday
problem." But the intent is to demonstrate approaches to solving problems, not the problems
themselves. However, some very practical examples are included. There is a password
generator, two computer simulation examples, a monthly payment example and some specific
demonstrations of Excel capabilities.The reader will need to apply the generalized discussion of
Excel in this book to his particular version of Excel.The mathematics in this book should be
within the capabilities of anyone with a good grades in high school mathematics.
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IntroductionThis book is for people who do not frequently use Excel. There is a famous saying
that approximately states "80% of success is just showing up." The examples in this book are
designed to enable you to show up and engage in the process of solving a problem in
Excel.Microsoft Excel is a program for managing a spreadsheet. It provides the structure,
operations and techniques for enabling the enormous potential of a spreadsheet.Some of the
spreadsheet concepts are:A cell is a container that can hold data, an equation or a function
call.Data can be numerical, text, or any quantity that can be operated on.A spreadsheet is a two
dimensional array of cells.Any cell can refer to any other cell, although circular references must
be resolved.Operations can be defined to affect the properties of a cell, e.g., value, color,
display, computation, etc.Excel is not a drawing program or a graphics program. It can, however,
output data to other programs or accept input from other programs. You can read in data in any
format. For example, you can read an image in jpg format, make undetectable modifications to
the pixel colors and output the image as an encrypted jpg file.Excel was designed and is
constantly enhanced for use in business, engineering and science. Most of the literature
published for Excel is developed for these users.But there is another class of users: non-
commercial and non-professional users,some of them retirees like myself. They need a program
for personal use in solving everyday problems in calculation and analysis. These users are
completely intimidated by the large books required for instruction of professional users. They
need a way to use Excel without investing hours of study.This book is for them. Excel is so easy
to use that the basics of using the program can readily be acquired. The best way to do this is
by actually using the program. This book allows you to use demonstrations of problem solving in
Excel as familiarization exercises.The book title "Using Excel to Solve Everyday Problems," is
inexact. There are certainly analyses and problems here that many would not call an "everyday
problem." But the intent is to demonstrate approaches to solving problems, not the problems
themselves. However, some very practical examples are included. There is a password
generator, two computer simulation examples, a monthly payment example and some specific
demonstrations of Excel capabilities.There are many versions of Excel: 2003, 2007, 2010,
2013, 2016. I use version 2003 and will continue to do so until it is ripped from my cold, dead



hands. I realize that there are many great new features in later versions. But I don't need them. I
do not intend to spend any of my precious declining moments relearning Excel. I have things to
do, places to go, cruises to take.The reader will thus need to apply the generalized discussion of
Excel in this book to his particular version of Excel.The mathematics in this book should be
within the capabilities of anyone with a good grades in high school mathematics. The concept of
the derivative is illustrated but no attempt is made to explain the mathematics of
calculus.Pickover ReferenceThis eBook was inspired by a book purchased (ahem) at a
Goodwill. If mathematics were to be described as a vast mountain of jewelry, than Pickover's
book could be described as a pirates treasure chest filled with diamonds and baubles, tiaras
and crowns. It presents mathematical history through a potpourri of puzzles, quotations, the
trivial, and the profound.The reference is:Pickover, Clifford A. A Passion for Mathematics. John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., Hoboken, New Jersey, 2005"Numbers, Puzzles, Madness, Religion,and the
Quest for Reality"You can buy it from Ebook Library at:Incredibly, it is available in pdf at:Pickover
has been a prolific author. You can see all his books at:Explanation of the Derivative
The derivative of a two dimensional function can be converted into the tangent of the
function at a point. The tangent defines a straight line passing through the point. If the derivative
is zero the tangent is zero and defines a horizontal line. This can only happen at a peak value of
the function.Using VBA in ExcelThis is not a book for learning Excel VBA. But VBA cannot be
ignored as a very powerful means of increasing Excel scope and capability. The intent here is
to:1. Provide simple examples of VBA routines to prove that no one should be intimidated by
VBA.2. Provide routines that serve as starting points for further development. Many
sophisticated routines start out as simple structures that gradually become more complex as
new features are added.3. Demonstrate VBA as a ready alternative for solving spreadsheet
problems.Make a MinefieldThis is an attempt to make a more interesting demonstration of VBA
then the usual "Hello, World" routine. This very simple routine turns a spreadsheet into a
minefield:'Event routine that can be used for'only once in the workbookPrivate Sub
Worksheet_SelectionChange _(ByVal Target As Excel.Range)'Specify a variable for the cell
addressDim SelCell As String'ActiveCell is the just selected cellSelCell =
ActiveCell.Address'This cell has the mineIf SelCell = "$B$3" ThenActiveCell.Value =
"Boom!"'Any other cell is OK.Else: ActiveCell.Value = "OK"End If'End the routineEnd SubBelow
is a typical result:It should be clear that this simple routine could be expanded to any number of
actions. each triggered by selecting a particular, suitably labeled cell.Invoking VBAYou can
invoke VBA in Excel by opening the Microsoft Visual Basic Editor window. This is accomplished
differently in the various versions of Excel. In all versions, however, the Visual Basic Editor can
be invoked with shortcut key "Alt+F11".This is the result in Excel 2003 after inserting a code
module:VBA code is input into a pane in the Visual Basic editor window. Again the page
presented will depend on the version of Excel. In any case, if a code entry pane is not present,
a module must be inserted from the Insert menu or a specific worksheet selected. Modules are
created using an Insert option. Sheet code panes are presented after double clicking the sheet



name. On the worksheet the sheet code can be viewed by clicking "View Code" on the context
menu obtained by right clicking the sheet name. For Excel 2003:When this pane is present a
function can be typed in, e.g.:'Specify as a function with name, arguments (null) and
typeFunction Test() As String'Get the workbook name propertyTest =
ThisWorkbook.Name'Return to the calling sourceEnd FunctionThis can be accessed on the
worksheet by selecting a cell and typing inComputation gives (make sure that the sheet is not
in Formula View).From the worksheet, if you are not sure of the name of the function you can
search for it by clicking the option:Using a search phrase, e.g., "example excel VBA code" will
provide many useful VBA subroutines and snippets from the Internet. Some example sites
are:Useful Shortcut KeysKeyboard shortcuts are very useful in Excel. They greatly simplify
interaction with the Excel User Interface.These are six frequently used in spreadsheet
editing:Ctrl+Dcopy the content from cell aboveCtrl+Rcopy content from cell leftCtrl++insert new
rows above the selected rowCtrl+-delete the selected rowF2Edit a cellThese are the familiar
standard shortcuts:Ctrl+xCut selected textCtrl+cCopy selected textCtrl+vPaste selected textCtrl
+zUndoCtrl+yRedoCtrl+fFindCtrl+pPrintThese are particular to spreadsheet editing:Ctrl
+1Displays the Format Cell dialog boxCtrl+Shift+~Remove cell formatCtrl+EnterEnter same
contents to multiple cellsAlt+EnterWrap texts in a cellCtrl+Shift+EnterEnter a matrix into a cell or
multiple cellsF3Create a list of names in the worksheetCtrl+F3Define a new nameCtrl+Shift
+F3Create multiple names for a tableCtrl+;Enter date directlyCtrl+Shift+;Enter time
directlyF9Update changes in all open workbooksShift+F9Update changes in active
worksheetThese two are for interaction with the Visual Basic Editor:Alt+F11Open VBA
editorF5Run selected CodeAll Excel 2003 shortcuts are available at this site:I believe all of these
work in later versions, although the later versions may have additional short cuts.One man's
most useful list is available here:The link also provides an introduction to Ablebits, which seems
to be a good Excel resource.Table of ContentsChapter 2: Excel FeaturesCopying Spreadsheet
Features In Graphic FilesThe Copy function in Excel captures an image of a selection as one of
the clipboard formats. This is not revealed on the "Paste Special" dialog box, at least not in
Excel 2003. This can be pasted into any graphics program.For example, this cell selection
copied from a spreadsheetcan be pasted as this into Microsoft Paint:Charts will also be pasted
as images if selected and copied.Saving A Chart Using the Microsoft Snipping ToolThe simplest
way to save a chart, or any other segment of a worksheet, is by using the Microsoft Snipping
Tool. The capture can be saved in several formats. The Excel Zoom option can be used to
increase spreadsheet magnification before capture.Displaying the Colors of ExcelIt is useful to
know the standard colors available in Excel . This is easily done with a simple VBA routine.This
a verbose way to accomplish this. As an exercise for the reader, improve this code.Sub
DisplayColorIndexColors()'Change each cell color to one of'the 56 Excel colors with the'number
indicated below the'color.  Use 14 colors in each
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